PASTURE SEED
NOW AVAILABLE

Irish Maths Test
An Irishman wants a job, but the foreman won't hire him unl
he passes a lile math test.
Here is your ﬁrst queson, the foreman said. "Without using
numbers, represent the number 9."
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"Without numbers?" The Irishman
says? "Dat is easy." And proceeds to
draw three trees.
What's this?" the boss asks.
"Have you ain't got no brain? Tree and tree plus tree makes
9" says the Irishman.
"Fair enough," says the boss. "Here's your second queson. Use the same rules, but this me the number is 99."
The Irishman stares into
space for a while, then picks
up the picture that he has just
drawn and makes a smudge
on each tree... "Ere you go."
The boss scratches his head and says, "How on earth do you
get that to represent 99?"
"Each of da trees is dirty now. So, it's dirty tree, and dirty tree,
plus dirty tree. Dat makes 99."
The boss is ge.ng worried that he's going to actually have to
hire this Irishman, so he says, "All right, last queson. Same
rules again, but represent the number 100."
The Irishman stares into space some more, then he picks up
the picture again and makes a
lile mark at the base of each
tree and says, "Ere you go. One
hundred."
The boss looks at the aempt. "You must be nuts if you think
that represents a hundred!"
The Irishman leans forward and points to the marks at the
base of each tree and whispers, "A lile dog come along and
poop by each tree.
So now you got dirty tree and a turd, dirty tree and a turd, and
dirty tree and a turd, which makes ONE HUNDRED!"
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TRANSPORTATION OF GAS AND
CHEMICALS IN VEHICLES

RE-VAMP THE POOR
PASTURE AND PROFIT
What a kind summer we have had for standing
pasture in the Donnybrook shire area with little rain
to reduce the quality of dry feed. The hot weather is
another question, but everything cannot be perfect.
It is very encouraging for primary producers that the
prices for cattle and fat lambs has risen substantially,
giving reason for some optimism to keep on farming.
If you are considering some pasture improvement,
Glenn and John at Donnybrook Farm Service may be
able to assist. Good information has been collected
from the pasture comparison trials we have been
involved with over the past two years.
Nine different rye grasses were compared last year
plus four blends of pasture. In 2012 we ran similar
comparisons on another property and some
encouraging results have been made. Yield from the
hay cut has been very good and our farmer friends
who co-operated in having the plots on their land
report they are delighted with the palatability of the
stored hay - well at least the cattle are keen to eat it.

Donnybrook Farm Service are
appointed wholesale agents
for Lubrimaxx oils and lubricants.
Take advantage of our wholesale
buying price.
Come in and see the fantastic
new range !

Cartage of household gas and chemicals is a potentially
hazardous job. A couple of points to make all our lives a
little easier:
•

45kg household gas bottles have to stand upright
in an open vehicle for transport when full.

•

Only 9kg gas bottles are permitted to travel in
the boot of a car. No 15kg or 18kg forklift
bottles in the boot.

•

ALL CHEMICALS must travel in the back of ute.
It is illegal for us to load chemicals into a car.
We never want to see a crash happen with
dangerous chemicals in the car cab.

•

Utes and trucks must be registered for the
legal weight being loaded. New laws have been
implemented that carry substantial fines for
overloading and loads not properly secured.

Please help us to help you by not pushing the boundaries.

PeKacid 0-26-17
PeKacid is a solid phosphoric acid in dry form specially
tailed for fertigation.
PeKacid is chloride and sodium free, fully water soluble
and practically free from impurities and residues
See the enclosed flyer for more information

